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Details of Visit:

Author: JCorsica
Location 2: Quayside
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 19 Jan 2011 10:00AM
Duration of Visit: 1Hr 20
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Stephanierose
Website: http://www.stephanierose.uk.com
Phone: 07939665689

The Premises:

After booking I called to confirm on the morning of our appointment and was given the next clue in
the search for Stephanie's apartment. After parking across the street I called again and was guided
to her door, which opened to a welcoming smile and a gentle kiss hello. 

The Lady:

Steph has a glorious body, the enhanced H cups are certainly large but not overwhelming on her
5'10" frame, and the best part is her proportions - a surprisingly thin waistline, carefully maintained
through yoga, and a very attractive bottom half. I would classify her as slender and voluptuous at
the same time, which is tough to pull off. I especially liked the carefully trimmed bush. She has a
few tasteful and discrete tattoos, one being a little devil with a black halo - I knew things were going
to go well. While Steph's profile pictures all hide her face she is a very pretty lass, with shoulder
length red hair and big deep brown eyes. Oh yes, and they are also wicked. her wide smile and
easy laugh reflects a vivacious personality, and made me very comfortable in my choice.

The Story:

Ooh la la! Stephanie...

I had requested the purple dress in her profile pictures and she had added apropriate stockings and
black lace underwear. I was freezing, so I popped into the shower while Steph put the kettle on for a
wonderful cup of Earl Grey. "Shall we go to the bedroom...?" I left the envelope on the counter and
followed her as she swayed into the room. Steph asked me what I would like and I asked to start off
tenderly, go two rounds, and end up in a sweaty heap. Her kisses were very delicate and I enjoyed
exploring her costume until we both ended up with not much on.
The bedroom was "compact", but comfortable with a perfectly angled "pervy" mirror for enjoying the
rear view.
We started the action with DFK leading to a very skilled BBBJ, reverse oral and then my favorite,
69. She knows what she is doing and how to use her tongue stud. No deep throat, but I didn't care.
Somewhere in there Steph climaxed, much to my delight. I felt I had done my gentlemanly duty and
enjoyed more vigorous BBBJ to completion, swallowed whole and sealed with a kiss. First half
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score 1-1.

I took some more tea and we chatted pleasantly for a bit about a variety of topics. She is well
traveled and interesting to talk with. Steph has a wonderful Scottish lilting voice, and we shared a lot
of laughs. Once I became ready for round two we covered up and tried many positions including
one new to Steph. To slow the pace I alternated with some DATY on her gorgeous pussy and Steph
had another O. I remember at one point her laughing as sweat dripped from my forehead onto her
face, we were definitely worked up and breathing hard. Steph was keen to try every request and
after several more variations and combinations I finished a second time. Final score 2-2. Under no
pressure to leave we cuddled and chatted while cooling down on the bed. I needed a second
shower and we wound up in the lounge for another cup of tea and more conversation. I was quite
over time but never felt rushed. My final image was being shown the door with Steph dressed only
in stockings and a grin.

Recommended? Oh yes. A great combination of good looking, genuinely friendly, very sexy, and
ready for fun.
Return visit? I should be so lucky. I don't live locally, but expect Steph has many repeat clients.
Maybe next time.

Please treat Steph respectfully, she is a wonderful young woman, and if you do you will be
rewarded with a very personal and intimate experience.
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